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ABSTRACT
Automatic SAR image alignment or registration is one of the fundamental preprocessing operations in
several applications of computer vision, image processing, pattern recognition etc. Advances in feature
extraction algorithms have led to the development of efficient alignment algorithms which offer invariance
to deformations like scale, rotation, view angle etc. To further improve the performance of standard SAR
image alignment, an iterative approach generating multiple synthetic views, known as view synthesis has
been employed. State of art detectors like SIFT, SURF, Hessian Affine and MSER when used with view
synthesis have been proved to be invariant to a wider range of deformations, however at the cost of
additional memory and time to be spent on generation of views and feature extraction across all the views.
Hence we studied if the characteristics of source and target SAR images to be aligned can be used to
provide some knowledge and guide SAR image alignment approach. This paper focuses on identifying the
possibility of aligning two SAR images and also predicts suitable alignment approach by building a
predictive data mining model using classification based algorithms. The dataset of 540 Terra SAR X band
images is tested and applied on various classification algorithms such as Naive Bayes, SVM, and J48 using
attributes computed from Bag of Words model applied on feature detector and descriptor.
Keywords: Image Alignment, Feature Detection, Feature Description, View Synthesis, Bag of Visual
Words, SVM
1.

INTRODUCTION

SAR image alignment or registration aims to
evaluate optimal transformation by establishing
correspondence among two or more images [1] [2]
[3]. Image alignment is the fundamental operation
in varied computer vision applications. SAR image
alignment applications in the domain of remote
sensing, includes disaster analysis [4], image
mosaicing, change detection[5] ,image fusion,
semantic aerial image [6] and 3D modeling [7],[8].
There is substantial research in the field of image
alignment, the review papers by Brown (1992) [9]
and Zitov (2003) [10] report this survey in detail.
According to Barbara Zitova image alignment is
classified into feature based approach and area
based or intensity based approach. Area based
alignment approach is based on intensities of the

image whereas feature based approach mainly relies
on features for alignment. According to
Lemmens[11], intensity-based algorithms are
responsive to changes in illumination, contrast,
saturation, speckle noise, scale and view effects
than feature-based algorithms. Yi infer that,
intensity-based algorithms are not suitable for
extreme view, multi resolution and multispectral
image alignment [12]. As an outcome, researchers
progressively moved towards the feature-based
local detector and descriptors. Wide ranging
research in feature based methods has enabled them
to be invariant to a wide range of deformations
when compared to intensity based methods. A
feature is defined as a point of interest for
describing an image .The detected feature should be
stable over images of similar scene, invariant to
photometric and geometric deformations, insensate
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to noise and salient in nature. According to Chen
and Wu the standard approach of feature based
image alignment comprise feature detection and
description, feature matching and transform model
estimation[13][14].
The aim of feature detection is to detect regions
(interest points / key points /feature points) that are
location, scale and affine covariant in nature. A
patch around the detected regions are described by a
invariant feature vector which is extracted using
image transform coecients,1st,2nd order derivatives
and parametric models. Correspondence between
images is computed by detecting set of
corresponding feature points each related with
feature descriptors from SAR image data. The three
approaches for identifying feature correspondence
are
•
Intensive search approach, for each
detected feature in source image,
review at all the features detected in
reference image.
•
Nearest-neighbor approach using Kd
trees and variants.
•
Hashing approach computes precise
descriptor from each vector or hash
long descriptor.
After attaining the nearest correspondence
among feature/interest points, we need to estimate
appropriate spatial transformation among the
matched feature points of source and target SAR
images. Based on this transformation a relevant
optimization algorithm is used to refine the
correspondences and finally the source SAR image
is transformed to target SAR image using mapping
function and interpolation. [15][16][17].Dahl and
F.Fraundorfer stated that in spite of the significant
advances made in feature extraction algorithms, it
still remains quite a task to automatically align SAR
images with challenging characteristics (Extreme
view
change,
illumination,
scale
and
texture)[18][19]. The standard alignment approach
using an efficient detector/descriptor is able to
address only limited set of rotations and scale
changes. Most of the detectors fail if view angle
difference is greater than 60degree for planar and
30 degree for non planar objects. In addition, it has
been proved that a single feature detector/descriptor
may not be sufficient to address all kinds of SAR
images and deformations between the SAR images.
Once a feature detector and descriptor for the
application have been selected, some of the issues
when images are being registered with this pipeline
are:
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1. Matching is traditionally performed by
measuring the correspondences between the source
and target image descriptors using threshold on the
nearest neighbor distances or the ratio of nearest
neighbor distances. However, in practice, the
optimal nearest neighbor algorithm and its
parameters depend on the data set characteristics.
For the same kind of images, in this case SAR
images, accuracy of matches varies as the kind and
amount of deformation between images changes
even when the method of matching remains same.
This is because; the performance of matching based
on interest points depends on both the properties of
the underlying interest points and the associated
image descriptors.
2. Transformation is performed using RANSAC
based algorithms. It is Possible to accurately
compute homography matrix if there is reasonable
number of accurate correspondences between the
images. Although proven highly successful, by
applying standard RANSAC, without explicitly
considering the underlying problem it is employed
to solve, important problem-specific clues are being
ignored for the quality of hypotheses.
3. There has been little progress in objectively
estimating the accuracy of registration. Only after
transforming the source image using the estimated
matrix and comparing the transformed target image
with the source image, success of registration can
be commented upon.
Due to the aforementioned issues the outcome
of registration of two images even when belonging
to the same sensor is unpredictable with all the
parameters of the feature extraction, matching and
transformation algorithm fixed. Hence Xiangjun
and Chuan proposed several hierarchical or iterative
kind of approaches performing estimation and
evaluation of transformation parameters iteratively
varying feature detectors and correspondences in
each iteration [20] [21]. In this paper, we explore
one such iterative approach for SAR image
alignment, view synthesis, which is based on
generating synthetic views of images and then
applying the standard alignment pipeline on the
entire set of images. This method is been proved
1. In finding more precise and correct
feature correspondences.
2. Aligning difficult matching cases.
3. Improving the performance of features
like SIFT, MSER, Hessian Affine in
terms of addressing ranges of
deformations between the images.
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However the approach needs to address the
following concerns
1. The number of views to be generated is
not fixed.
2. Feature detection time shoots up
significantly as the views increases
3. Feature matching time shoots up even
further significantly.
4. The approach needs inputs in terms of
number of views to be generated,
which cannot be fixed for all kinds of
images and deformations.
The paper contributes in two main ways
1. To propose a model which should be
used to predict and tell us given two
SAR images if they can be aligned or
not. If aligned, the model predicts the
alignment approach (standard approach
or iterative approach)
2. Explore the use of detector features i.e.:
points detected from a feature detector
in Bag of Words framework for
prediction of alignment approach.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2
deals with related work on standard and iterative
image alignment approach, section 3 presents
iterative SAR image alignment approach using view
synthesis, section 4 presents the implementation of
prediction model using bag of words (BOW) model,
section 5 briefs the experimental results and section
6 presents the conclusion and future work of the
paper.
2.

RELATED WORK ON STANDARD AND
ITERATIVE IMAGE ALIGNMENT

The success of feature based standard
alignment approach is directly based on the
advances that have been made in the feature
extraction algorithms. Enormous numbers of
feature detectors and descriptors have emerged in
recent times which are efficient in terms of
invariance to a wide range of deformations,
robustness to noise, computational efficiency etc.
Progress has been made in interest point feature
detection, initially from corner detectors like
Moravac corner detector ,Harris[22] ,Shi-Tomasi
which are translation and rotation invariant, to scale
invariant features like David Lowe SIFT
[23],Herbert's SURF[24] and further towards affine
invariant detectors like Mikolajczyk's Hessian
Affine and Harris Affine [25].Scale invariance was
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addressed by introducing the concept of scale space
which was further extended to Affine space by
Mikolajczyk et al. After feature point has been
recognized, they are extracted and described as
feature descriptor or vector. A descriptor is a
measurement taken from a region centered on a
local point or feature defined by a feature detector.
The main characteristics of feature descriptors are
that they should i) allow definite differences
between the region’s illumination, scale, shape,
rotation and noise change ii) be robust to
background clutter and occlusion iii) be invariant to
photometric and
geometric transformations.
According to Bin Fan[26] feature descriptors have
been widely researched .The two main categories of
feature descriptors are real valued descriptors SIFT, GLOH, MROGH, LIOP etc. and binary
descriptors like ORB, FREAK, BRISK etc.
However, no single detector or descriptor has been
proved to be suitable for all applications of SAR
image alignment. In addition, the amount of
tolerance a feature has towards any deformation is
fixed, which is not sufficient to align certain
challenging SAR image pairs. To address wider
range of disparities between the images, feature
based iterative image alignment approach using
view synthesis has been proposed.
Lepetit developed a matching algorithm
generating synthetic views; the number of views
generated was really high for allowable
repeatability [27]. Morel proposed, ASIFT
algorithm which detects and extracts SIFT features
from each generated affine transformed views of
source and target image. Feature correspondence is
obtained between every pair of image views
generated [28].Geometric verification is done after
establishing the correspondence using ORSA. Most
of the matching algorithms developed are
modifications of ASIFT algorithm. In order to
reduce the time complexity employed by ASIFT,
Pang [29] replaced SIFT by SURF detector.
Dmytro [30] extended the idea of ASIFT by
employing an iterative approach to reduce matching
time by employing multiple affine covariant
detectors-MODS. Lebeda proposed LO RANSAC
using this algorithm geometric verification is done
[31]. MODS demonstrated Hessian Affine and
MSER detector along with view synthesis performs
best compared to the state of art .Table 1 shows the
research done in the last decade in SAR image
alignment using feature based approaches. As can
be observed, the usage of synthetic views in SAR
image alignment is very limited .Hence in this
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paper we explore the advantages of using synthetic
views in aligning SAR images.
Table 1: Review of SAR Image Alignment using Standard
Feature based and Iterative approaches.

SAR
Image
category

Feature Extraction
& Matching

Transfo
rmation

Referen
ce

Landsat
5TM and
ESR
,Multi
Spectral
QUICK
BIRD
and
IKONOS
QUICK
BIRD and
IKONOS

Edge Features Shift
and search
algorithm to find
control points ,Edge
pixel matching
using -Cost function

Affine

Tai D
(2005)
[32]

Wallis filter is
applied to images
and Foerstner
Operator for
extraction,
Normalized cross
correlation and
probability
relaxation based
matching
Distribution of Edge
type features in a
circular template Canny edge detector
,similarity between
circular region thin
plate spline
interpolation
SURF-X,
Correlation Best
Bin First Search
Method
SIFT-OCT,SAR
SIFT, Similarity
measurement
(SKLD),RANSAC
Segmentation, level
set iterative SIFT
features, NNR
matching
ASIFT,NNR
Levenberg
Optimization

Affine

C Zhang
(2005)
[33]

Rotation
and
Scale

Lei
Huang
(2010)
[34]

SAR and
Optical
Image
Pairs

LANDSA
T and
SPOT
Terra
SAR X
Image
pair
Optical
and Terra
SAR X
images
SAR
Images

3.
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increases. The algorithm address only limited set of
rotations and scale changes. To address wider range
of disparities between the images, feature based
iterative SAR image alignment using view
synthesis has been proposed. Figure 1 below
display the flow chart of iterative approach of
image alignment using view synthesis. Iterative
approach of image alignment using view synthesis
consists of five important stages which are
synthetic view generation, feature detection, feature
description,
matching,
inliers/homography
estimation, and error estimation and loop iteration.

Figure 1: Iterative approach of Image Alignment using
View Synthesis
Affine

Affine

Affine

Affine

R.Bouch
iha
(2013)
[35]
Tao
Tang(20
14) [36]
Chuan
Xu
(2015)
[37]
Xiangju
n (2015)
[38]

ITERATIVE SAR IMAGE ALIGNMENT
APPROACH USING VIEW SYNTHESIS

3.1
Synthetic View Generation
The objective of the view synthesis process is to
support feature detectors with a adequately
identical subset of all articial views on the viewsphere that allow matching. This is based on Ane
camera model described in the following section.
3.1.1
Affine Camera Model
A camera
matrix
maps/transforms
three
dimensional scene point
, ,
into a two
dimensional image point
x
,
.Affine
camera is a kind of projective camera acquired by
constructing the camera matrix T,
0,
1 contracting the 12 degree of
freedom to eight.It is called affine because scene
point at infinity are transformed to scene point at
infinity.

The standard feature based image
alignment
algorithm
using
an
efficient
detector/descriptor fails to align the SAR image
pairs, as the deformation between the SAR images
x=AX+t
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Table 3: Number of views generated for each tilt T

The affine camera preserve ratio of length and
parallelism.The image is presumed to stay far away
from the camera and image generation starts from a
front view of the camera u, i.e., u = 1;t = 1;ϴ = 0;ø
= 0.The plane containing optic axis and the normal
form an angle to the vertical plane which is fixed.
This angle is called longitude. Its optical axis then
makes a angle with the normal to the image plane u.
This parameter is called latitude.Figure 2 shows the
affine camera model.Three parameters decide the
number of views that can be generated in view
synthesis, scale ,latitude øand longitudeϴ. The
images undergo scale change, rotations followed by
tilts.The tilt operation is carried out by applying
anti aliasing lter in the direction of x, i.e
convolution by a Gaussian. Table 2 show the
generation of views.The number of views in each
iteration is increased by changing the angle
increment and tilt.The views generated in each tilt
is explained in table 3 .The figure3 shows the views
generated for √2 tilt,
is 72/ 2 and ϴ<180, with
scale =1.

Tilt

1=√2
2=√2 , 2
3=
√2 , 2,2√2

√

√

6=
√2 , 2,2√2
,4,4√2 ,8

- ! 180

- ! 180

- ! 180

- ! 180

4=
√2 , 2,2√2
,4

5=
√2 , 2,2√2
,4,4√2

No of
View
s

-

√

- ! 180
- ! 180

4
9

17

27

42

62

Angle

(0,51,102,15
3)
(0,51,102,15
3)(0,36,72,1
08,144)
(0,51,102,15
3)(0,36,72,1
08,144)(0,25
,50,75,100,1
25,150,175)
(0,51,102,15
3)(0,36,72,1
08,144)(0,25
,50,75,100,1
25,150,175)
+10
4+5,(0,25,50
,75,100,125,
150,175),+1
0+15
4+5+(0,25,5
0,75,100,125
,150,175),+1
0,+15+20

Figure 2: Affine Camera Model
Table 2: Number of views tested for analysis of view
synthesis, where scale parameter = 1

No of
Views

62
51
38
50
25

Tilt
(FromTo)
√2 -8
√2 -8
√2 -8
√2 -8
√2 -8

Angle
Increment

Angle
Range
(From-To)

(From-To)
√

-

0-180

√

-

0-180

√

-

0-180

√

-

0-360

√

-

0-360

Figure 3: Synthtic views generated for tilt: 1=√2, Angle
of increment
#$ ! 180 %&#' ()*+,
1
√

3.2
Feature Extraction
For each synthetic view generated local features
were detected and extracted.The local features are
definite structures or pattern in an image like
point,line,edge and corner . These features schould
be invariant to scale,translation,affine,rotation
transformation and also in presence of noise.In this
paper affine invariant detector , Hessian Affine
and real valued descriptor SIFT is used for feature
extraction . All the features are stored in a vector
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array
and
used
for
feature
matching.
Features refer to a pattern or distinct structure
found in an image, such as a point, edge, or
small image patch.
3.3
Feature Matching
Nearest neighbor ratio matching is used to find the
correspondences between the pair of images.
3.4
Inliers /Homography Estimation
Using RANSAC algorithm inliers and outliers are
detected and homography is estimated using the
inlier points.
3.5
Error Estimation & Loop Iteration
Key Point Error is the euclidean distance between
computed homography transformed matched points
of source with target image matched points.If the
error is above a predefined threshold, the process is
iterated with increasing the number of views.
3.6
Experimental Results
Four Terra SAR X band images of size
9216x10556 which vary in look angle of 2 to 5
degree are used for experiments. From these four
SAR images we have generated multiple source and
target
images
by
introducing
additional
deformations like scale and rotation. Total of 540
Terra SAR X image pairs of size 950x950 are
generated with hundred, eighty, sixty and forty
percent overlap between SAR images. We tried
aligning 540 SAR image pairs using standard
feature based image alignment approach. It is
observed that out of 540 SAR image pairs only 197
image pairs could be aligned. In order to align more
number of images we have moved to feature based
iterative SAR image alignment approach using
view synthesis. It is observed from the table 4 the
number of SAR images aligned using iterative
approach is high compared to standard approach.
The figure 4 shows using standard approach we can
align SAR images that vary in scale, look angle,
speckle and up to 30 degree rotated images. As the
angle of rotation between the images increases
standard approach could not align the images.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Figure 4: Total Number of Images Aligned deformation
wise in using standard and iterative SAR image
alignment approaches.

Though iterative approach is more efficient in terms
of addressing range of deformations between the
images, it has been observed that increasing number
of views time and space complexity increases. This
can be observed in figure 5. Hence we have tried to
build a prediction model which can predict
possibility of aligning the given SAR image pairs.
Once we know the possibility of aligning, the
model guides the user by providing some
knowledge on the kind of registration approach to
be applied between two SAR images. This model
helps the user to save time required for aligning
SAR images that could not be registered by
standard or iterative approach.

Table 4: Total Number of Images Aligned using standard
and iterative SAR image alignment approaches.

Image
Alignment
Approach

Total
Images

Aligned

Not
Aligned

Standard
Approach
Iterative
Approach using
view synthesis

540

197

343

540

502

38

Figure 5: Average Alignment time for without view
synthesis and with view synthesis each tilt

4.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PREDICTION
MODEL USING BAG OF VISUAL
WORDS FRAMEWORK

Applications involving image alignment
like image localization, large-scale visual place
recognition, scene understanding and determining
exact GPS locations make use of natural language
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processing based algorithm like Bag of Words to
predict the presence of the scene. Hence we have
used Bag of words algorithm to predict registration
parameters. Diane Larlus and Florent Perronnin,
research scientist in computer vision group at Xerox
Research Centre Europe has written in article “A
tribute to visual words and how they revolutionized
computer vision”, has emphasized that according to
Google Scholar there are more than 1,900 papers
published related to Bag of visual words model as of
today. Most of these papers use bag of visual words
in various applications like image retrieval image
reconstruction, image matching, scene/image
classification, textural analysis, image/object
recognition, visual categorization. However, there
is no experimental analysis on assessing the
relationship between the Bag of visual word
distances and the prediction of image alignment.
According to Gabriella [39], the idea of Bag of
features comes from texture recognition and then
extended to document matching (Bag of words) and
later to images in classification and retrieval
applications as Bag of visual words. As in feature
based SAR image alignment approach, the first step
is to extract features; the same features can be used
for generating Bag of Words feature vector. In Bag
of visual words algorithm we detect features using
feature detector algorithm and extract a patch around
each detected point, this patch is represented as a
vector. The image is represented as set of vectors
which is clustered; these clusters are called as visual
words. Now we mean an image as histogram or bag
of visual words.
However, the set-back of Bag of words is
that , histogram of descriptors of an image does not
carry any spatial information and it does not have
any order, it is just a distribution and hence
histogram of visual words is order less, it tells how
many times a visual word occurs and does not care
about its location. Since the image alignment deals
with geometric transformations, spatial information
between detected features plays a vital role. In
order to extract the spatial information we have
proposed to make use of feature detector
parameters like XY locations and Scale along with
feature descriptor for building the model. Using the
three feature attributes (XY, Scale and descriptor)
we built a model to predict the following outcomes
for each pair of the images.
• Given an image pair the model needs to
predict the possibility of alignment.
• If aligned, the model can also predict the
type of alignment approach (standard or
iterative) used for alignment.
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The figure 6 shows flow diagram of proposed
feature attributes computation using Bag of Visual
Words (BoW) model.

Figure 6: Flow diagram of proposed feature attribute
computation using Bag of Visual Words model

5.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Image registration without and with View synthesis
was implemented in OpenCV. For each view
features are detected using Hessian Affine detector
and described using SIFT descriptor. All the
features are stored in a vector array and used for
matching. Nearest neighbor ratio matching with
RANSAC for inliers estimation is performed.
5.1
Feature Set
For a pair of images we have extracted the bag of
words descriptor distance. In order to extract the
spatial information we have proposed to make use
of feature detector parameters like XY location and
Scale distance between the image pair. In this paper
we have used Bhattacharya distance measure to
calculate the BOW distance between the given
image pair. We have also tried to fuse the features
and evaluated the model by combining descriptor,
XY distance, descriptor, scale distance and
descriptor ,XY, scale distances.
5.2
Classes
We have built a classifier model to address two
different classification problems
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Two Class problem: Given a SAR image
pair the model needs to predict whether
they can be aligned (class1) or not (class2).
• Three Class problem: Given a SAR image
pair the model needs to predict whether
they can be aligned or not (class1).If
aligned, using standard approach (class2) or
using iterative approach (class3).
5.3
Algorithms Used
For building a classifier we have used three
algorithms
Naive Bayes: This algorithm is probability based
and represents statistical as well as supervised
learning methods established on bayes theorem. The
algorithm can assess the parameters needed for
classification from a limited set of training data. The
existence and absenteeism of any feature is not
reliant on other.
J48: Ross Quinlan developed Java implementation
of C 4.5, which generates a decision tree established
on a labeled set of input features. The entire feature
space is successively divided by selecting features
with maximum information gain IG
Support Vector Machines-SVM: Supervised
learning
algorithms
for
regression
and
classification.SVM make use of kernel equations
and apply linear classification algorithms to nonlinear data. These equations align the data values in
a way that a hyper-plane splits the data into two
distinct categories. The data that is separated need to
be binary.
5.4
Evaluation Dataset
Four Terra Synthetic Aperture Radar X band (SARX) Look Angle varied images of size 9216x10556
was obtained. In order to facilitate a significant
assessment, we have generated 10 datasets of
hundred, eighty, sixty, forty percent overlapped
multiple source and target images by introducing
additional deformations like rotation, scale and
induced speckle noise. The total number of images
per dataset is 54.The figure 7 shows the sample
dataset Terra SAR images.
• Look-Angle-3 images (vary by 2 degree
each)
• Rotation-35 images (vary by 10 degree
each)
• Speckle-10 images (vary by 0.04, 0.08,
0.12, 0.16,0.2, 0.24, 0.28,0.32,0.36,0.4
variance)
• Scale- 6 images (scale factor of
0.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4 )
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•

Figure 7: Terra SAR-X Dataset Images

5.5

Results Of Prediction Model Results Of
Two Class Problem
The prediction model is investigated and
evaluated with three classification algorithms those
are Naive Bayes, SVM and J48 ( using tenfold
cross validation).Table 5 and 6 show the accuracy
and error rate of prediction model in identifying the
possibility of aligning two images on the basis of
correctly classified instances with cross validation
.Comparison of accuracy for all feature attributes is
done and it has been investigated that the accuracy
of classifier model increases when we combine the
feature attributes of both detector(XY, Scale) and
descriptor ,it is also observed that accuracy is
consistent across the classification algorithms. The
figure 8 shows the classification tree of prediction
model in identifying the possibility of aligning two
SAR images, where X1 is the descriptor parameter,
X2 is XY detector parameter and X3 is scale
parameter.
Table 5: Accuracy of prediction model in identifying the
possibility of registering two images on the basis of
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Correctly Classified Instances with 10-fold Cross
Validation.

Features
/Attributes

J48

SVM

Naive
Bayes

Desc
Desc,XY
Desc,Scale
Desc,XY,Scale

78.70
84.07
81.66
84.81

78.70
83.88
78.70
84.25

78.70
84.62
76.48
81.85

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

5.6 Results Of Three Class Problem
Given a SAR image pair the model needs
to predict they can be aligned using standard
approach (class2), iterative approach (class3) or
they cannot be aligned (class1). Table 8 and 9 show
the accuracy and error rate of prediction model in
identifying the approach used for aligning two SAR
images on the basis of correctly classified instances
with 10 fold cross validation. It is observed from
table 8 that accuracy of classifier model increases
when we combine the feature attributes of both
detector (XY, Scale) and descriptor. The figure 9
shows the classification tree of prediction model in
identifying the approach used for aligning two SAR
images, where X1 is the descriptor parameter, x2 is
XY detector parameter and x3 is scale parameter.
Table 6: Error Rate of prediction model in identifying the
possibility of registering two images with 10-fold Cross
Validation.

Attributes

Incorr
ectly
Classi
fied
Instan
ces

Mean
absolute
error

Root
mean
squared
error

J48-DESC
NB-DESC
SVM-DESC
J48-DESC,S
NB-DESC,S
SVM-DESC,S
J48-DESC,XY
NB-DESC,XY
SVM-DESC,XY
J48-Desc,XY,S
NB-DESC,XY,S
SVM-DESC,XY,S

115
115
115
99
127
115
86
83
87
82
98
85

0.30
0.31
0.21
0.28
0.30
0.21
0.22
0.19
0.16
0.22
0.19
.015

0.39
0.39
0.46
0.38
0.40
0.46
0.34
0.34
0.40
0.34
0.35
.039

Figure 8: Flow diagram of proposed feature attribute
computation using Bag of Words model

The main objective of this paper is to explore the
use of detector features i.e.: points detected from a
feature detector for prediction of alignment
approach. It is observed that likelihood to align
images significantly depends on the amount and
kind of deformation between the images. It is wellknown that descriptor vectors do not hold any
spatial information encoded in them. Hence spatial
information present in feature detector has been
exploited by using it in BoW model. The results
prove that there exists a relation between distances
of BoW histograms of XY locations and kind of
deformation was observed.
We have evaluated the accuracy of
prediction model in identifying the possibility of
registering two images across feature detectors, like
SIFT, MSER, FAST and Hessian Affine for a
sample set of 54 Terra SAR X images using J48
classification algorithm. It is observed from the
table 7 that irrespective of type of detector,
descriptor used in the alignment algorithm the
accuracy identifying the possibility of registering
two images increases when we combine the feature
attributes of both detector(XY, Scale) and
descriptor.

Table 7: Accuracy of prediction model in identifying the
possibility of aligning two SAR images across multiple
feature detectors using J48 Classification algorithm, on
the basis of Correctly Classified Instances with 10-fold
Cross Validation.

Feature
Detector

Desc

Desc,XY

Desc,
Scale

Desc,
XY,
Scale

FAST
SIFT
Hessian
Affine
MSER

94
70
83

95
71
89

95
71
89

94.44
71
89

88

89

89

89

Table 8: Accuracy of prediction model in identifying the
aligning approach used for registering two SAR images
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on the basis of Correctly Classified Instances with 10 fold
Cross Validation.

6.

Features/Attributes

J48

SVM

Naive
Bayes

Desc
Desc,XY
Desc,Scale
Desc,XY,Scale

71.67
77.7
75
76.85

71.67
77.6
71.67
75.74

71.67
77.5
69.81
77.40

Aligning SAR Images which differ with complex
deformations is a challenging task. Standard feature
based image alignment approach with single feature
detector /descriptor most of the times fails to meet
the requirements. Hence, an iterative approach with
synthetic view generation has been tried and tested
with a considerable data set of Terra SAR X band
images. View synthesis addresses a wide range of
deformations but is an expensive approach in terms
of time and space. In this paper, we have proposed
to use a classifier model to predict the need of view
synthesis approach when aligning two Terra SAR X
band images. The model has shown good accuracy
in predicting if images can be aligned or not in
addition to predicting the kind of approach needed
for alignment. The attributes used for model are
derived from features which are to be used for
alignment .Bag of words model has been used on
descriptor values and detector values to build a
robust attribute set between image pairs. It has been
proved on images of all deformations and also on
different features that using detector points along
with descriptor with BOW vector has increased the
efficiency of the predictions of all the classifiers
tested. In future we would like to build a model to
precisely predict the parameters of view synthesis
approach when registering the images .This shall
save the iterations and make view synthesis suitable
for real time applications.
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